Official Rules & Entry Form
Welcome teams to the 2014 APPmazing Race!
Rules:
Teams must be made of 3-4 members.
You can only be a member on 1 team.
You have 36 hours to complete the race.
Some parts of the challenges can be done individually. Delegation of tasks is allowed.
Final video submission must be in by 12:00pm on Thursday, June 19th, 2014 to be
considered for Door prizes.
The final submission video must be no longer than 2 minutes and must contain
evidence of all the challenges that were completed.
Unscheduled Challenges: (to be completed in the next 36 hours)
1. CREATE - A logo and team name for your team
2. LISTEN - Create a 15-20 second audio podcast that summarizes your favorite
session. (background music/sound effects for a bonus point)
3. CONNECT - One team member must make a new friend from somewhere else (not
on their team) and find 3 things they have in common. Create a Thinglink to represent
your new friend and the 3 things you have in common. (Bonus point for finding
someone from a different state or country)
4. SNEAK - A team member photo-bombs an Eanes iVenger (hint: they will be wearing
red crew shirts on Wednesday) Clarification: A proper photo bomb is when someone
sneaks into a photo from behind.
5. CAPTURE - Take 5 selfies with vendors and post to Instagram with hashtag #iplza14
and your team name. Capture all 5 for final submission video. 1 point per selfie.
6. EAT - Create a Canva poster based on your favorite food item from the food trucks.
7. DRAW - Using a drawing app, create your best caricature of another team member.
8. CHALLENGE - Create and post a Vine of a team member asking a presenter a
question. (please don’t interrupt a session just for this - that could result in a
deduction)
9. OUTREACH - Connect with someone over FaceTime who is not at the event and
show them around. Take a screenshot that displays evidence you are here.
10.SHARE - Upload and share your final video submission somewhere visible on the
web. (more details below on final submission.

Scheduled Challenges (to be completed during “APPMazing race Live Look” In session at 3:30 on Wednesday
in the Chaps Court)
1. DRIVE - Control a Sphero through an obstacle course. 5 attempts per team. Bonus
points to the top 3 teams that take the shortest time to complete the challenge.
2. SMASH - Create an Appsmash LIVE during the day 2 closing activity. You must
smash as many apps as you have team members +1 (so a team of 4 must smash 5
apps).
Extra bonus points SOCIAL - Top-tweet bonus - if a team member gets a top-tweet on the #iplza14
hashtag, capture evidence of it for a bonus point.
CREATIVITY - As many as 5 bonus points can be awarded based on the creativity of
your final video submission.
Final Video Submission:
Capture all (or as many) of the challenges from above. Compile all that evidence and
display it clearly inside a final movie submission. The film must not be any longer than
2 minutes.
Submit your FINAL VIDEO to this link by NOON on Thursday.

http://iplza.us/final

Best of luck Racers!
We’ll reveal a winning team on Thursday at the closing session!

